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The menace of common sense

Mind the gap
by Rob Godwin

You are only as good as your last
finished product

that one day but from my point of view it
seems a long way off. The impossibility
of producing such documentation at the
beginning of projects featuring complex
legacy products, agile development,
multiple clients including devices, changing OS environments and so on is well
documented in PT and elsewhere so I
won’t revisit it here.
So how can misunderstanding of partial,
sketchy, ambiguous, incorrect, enigmatic
requirements be avoided? By improving
them, obviously, but this is just as hard
as producing them from scratch: there is
no sure way to know what is missing and
should be added, nor whether a change is
an improvement or not.

Project troubleshooter
Rob Godwin on
keeping it real

The tragedy of software failures is that
the worst are the result of avoidable
misunderstanding. Developers make
mistakes, but these are usually easy to
detect and fix, often using the developer’s
own methods and tools. Far more often
the developer is not aware of any mistake
and does correctly what he or she is certain, wrongly, is required. Let me be very
clear here that testers are equally affected
by exactly the same problem.
Comprehensive, very detailed, unambiguous, correct, easy to understand
requirements are an obvious solution,
but usually not feasible. Developments
in requirements engineering may change
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The way forward is to start to use the
requirements as the basis for subsequent
work products, for example specifications: then check these, and thus the
understanding of those producing them,
against the requirements. Similarly when
the specification is used as the basis for
design, that design is checked against
both the specification and requirements,
detecting and correcting defects in all
three artifacts: and so on.
This activity is called static testing: it is
currently unfashionable but, I hope and
suggest, on its way back into widespread
use in well-tested projects, whatever their
lifecycle model and environmental factors
and challenges.
Proving static testing works
ROQ IT assists its clients with many projects from beginning to end: but we also
often meet new clients because a project
is already in trouble. Tasked with getting it
back on track as cheaply as possible we
always carry out static testing, even if the
project is at an advanced stage. This is
partly because it is the best way to find out
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Figure 1: traceability matrix

what has gone wrong: but mainly because
it usually reveals that more is going wrong
than is known.
Thus we have hindsight: we can demonstrate cheap tests that we can prove
would, if performed earlier, have detected
more defects earlier and prevented
project-level problems from starting. Proof
is rare in testing: even detailed root cause
analysis usually deals with likelihood
rather than certainty. But the results of
static testing are definitive. That is why
we use static testing in all our healthy
projects too: indeed it is how we keep
them healthy. Here are some key parts of
our generic static test plan.
Phase 1: test the project traceability
As explained above, all static testing consists of comparing two things. Therefore

using agile methods, so call the design the
“product backlog”, is often similar.

its first task is to compare requirements
with design. The first thing we want to
know is the extent to which the design
covers the requirements. This is achieved
using a traceability matrix (see figure 1).
On a recent project, to which ROQ IT
was called in the middle of its planned
duration, we found that 65% of the
requirements were nowhere referenced
in the design, which this particular client
called the “technical specification”. Our
finding in work for other clients who are

Commissioned

Detecting these critical defects in this
large quantity does not require manual
review: the matrix is populated using
simple automated text search.
Phase 2: test maturity of the products
The health of a project can be judged, and
its ill health diagnosed, by the maturity
of what it has produced so far. Products

Not finished
not correct according
to finished products upon
which definition of its
correctness depends,
finished or not

Possibly finished
correct according to
finished products upon
which definition of its
correctness depends,
but also depends upon
some unfinished products

Finished
correct according to all
products upon which
definition of its correctness
depends, all of which are
finished

maturity

Figure 2: lifecycle of a product
PT - December 2013 - professionaltester.com
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Figure 3: responsibility assignment matrix

Accountable/Approver • Consulted • Informed • Responsible

might be called, depending on methods in
use, “documents”, “work products”, “stories”, “artifacts” and so on. The lifecycle
of a product is shown in figure 2. It’s vital
to understand that maturity is a one-way
progression: an artifact cannot return to a
stage from which it has already emerged.
If that is allowed, so that the maturity of
every product both depends on and influences that of related products, the project
is in chaos and unmanageable.

Now, all the products depend on one
root product: the requirements. So it is
vital above all other considerations to
finish them. A project with finished, fixed
requirements should succeed. A project
with requirements that might change due
to external factors, and that has good
workers, stands a chance. A project whose
requirements can change depending on
how the project goes is, unless it enjoys
unusually good luck, doomed.

so the matrix also shows the dependency:
the products that should influence the
development of each product.

The final product is working software
(called by some “production”, by others a
“product increment” and by others a “story
development”). It completes its lifecycle
when all the other products which define it
have done so.

Phase 3: establish product
responsibility
The responsibility assignment matrix
(figure 3) shows who can do what to a
product. The most important thing any
individual can do to a product is to use it,

Applying this method retrospectively
reveals individuals who should have used
a product but did not and consequently
committed errors that made other products
defective. But that is not what it is for nor
why we use it

Evaluate product maturity by manual
review. Examine the product by comparing
it with the finished products upon which it
should depend, and repeat for the others.
Ignore depended-upon products that are
not finished. If no product upon which this
product depends is finished, the product
cannot be evaluated until that changes.

Rob Godwin and his colleague and contributing author of this article Richard Simms are
consultants at ROQ IT (http://roqit.co.uk)
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Phase 2 aims to judge how finished are
the products. To do that we need to know
who can change each product and what
products need to be finished before those
people can declare a product finished. So,
phase 3 is needed to support and inform
phase 2.
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That’s just wrong
by Sakis Ladopoulos

Dealing with unsupported incidents

being observed rather than being only a
passive, uninterested watcher.
How can this be done? To a limited
extent, by binary comparison: A has a tail,
B does not. This method fails when one
needs to say the tail of A is longer than
that of B.
In order to categorize or characterize
in any nontrivial way the observer must
measure. To measure requires a unit of
measurement: some kind of commonly
known and accepted reference. This may
be qualitative or quantitative, logical,
physical or (often most usefully) notional
but it must be unambiguous; it must be
closed to reasonable interpretation, in
the sense a legal conviction is said to be
“beyond reasonable doubt”.
In summary: in order to categorize or
characterize, we need to measure. In
order to measure we need a metric and
in order to create a metric we need an
accepted reference.

Sakis Ladopoulos
takes a new look at
an old problem

“The reason for testing is to disagree with
non-testers when they are wrong”
– Bogdan Bereza, Professional Tester
August 2013

Nonconformity and logic
Applying this to software, to say with
certainty whether a behaviour is or is not
a defect we need an accepted specification of what is correct behaviour. Given
that, we can categorize the incident as a
nonconformity defect: behaviour that is
clearly contrary to the specification.

But what is “wrong”? How can testers
define wrong rather than just describing it? Guess what, we usually don’t have
such a specification. Testers complainForget software for a moment and let’s try ing about that should ask themselves
whether they could have produced it,
a more fundamental approach. First, reccomprehensively enough to be able
ognize that things are as they are: they
to answer this and all other questions
do not need to be observed, categorized,
before they arose. If you think you could
characterized nor measured to achieve
the state of being. But their observer does have, you should have: and you should
need to categorize and characterize them have used the product as the basis of
your testing, whether or not you could
in order to observe them effectively, that
get it signed off.
is to attempt to make sense of what is
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In practice, many incidents are recorded
simply because the tester observes
behaviour he or she considers wrong. In
other words, it is contrary to the tester’s
expectations. This is rarely because the
tester’s expectations are wrong. Usually,
these incidents reveal what I will call here
logical error defects.
I have defined two defect categories:
I claim no correlation between them.
A defect may belong in either or both
categories: most, by far, defects are in the
second category only. I suggest that those
in the second category require, if they
are to be isolated and repaired successfully, treatment different to that required
by those in the first, and that these two
treatments should be described in the test
strategy and provided for in the test plan.
Getting logical error defects fixed
Developers do not want, emotionally, to
accept that these defects are defects
because if they are it means necessarily
that they have done something wrong.

Super-usable screen capture tools make
producing it easy. To be convincing it must
run from load to failure. If it does that and
developers can use it to reproduce the
incident, testing has done its job. But what
if they cannot? They will suspect, reasonably, that some unreported user action has
taken place in between the taking of the
screenshots provided.
So, we need a movie: every scroll, click
and keypress from load (influenced or not
by previous activity) to failure recorded
and ready to view. That’s not easy to
achieve, although there are tools to
help with it, including some specifically
designed for incident reporting purposes.
Why some developers like bugs
If there is a defect, developers want to
know about it and to fix it. And if you
believe that, you will probably believe
almost anything.
Even the most honest and innocent
developer does not want, emotionally,
to accept that there is a defect that
is development’s fault. Furthermore,
developers know that testers do not

understand every detail and nuance
of development work and they tend
wrongly to extrapolate this to a belief
that testers do not know what is and
is not defective behaviour. But some
developers are not honest or innocent.
Logical error defects are debatable.
Management wrongly interprets that
to mean they are not important. The
opposite is true.
Developers on the other hand know
that logical error defects are usually
very important, and that is why some
developers actually like them. The incidents they cause tend to be reported by
early adopters and reviewers (sometimes called “beta testers”) upon whom
the software acquirer relies for information. When an incident is brought to the
attention of the acquirer or its delegates
(management), the developers ask
what in the specification shows that it
demonstrates a defect, already knowing the answer: nothing. This leads
to what managers and testers call a
“change request” and what developers
call “extra money”

One approach testers try is to extrapolate
the specification: arguing that because it
says X it also meant to, but neglected to,
say Y which is a sensible interpretation of
Sakis Ladopoulos is a test manager at Intrasoft International (http://intrasoft-intl.com)
X. Although this is often reasonable, it is
doomed to failure because the definition of
“sensible” depends on personal sensibility.
This argumentational pattern is analogous
to the case law which enriches statute
law. But to establish case law requires a
“test case”: not what testers mean by that
term, but a complete legal procedure. In
software engineering when you are trying
to convince those who do not understand
and are biased, forget it.
So perhaps we need to appeal to the
developers’ own sensibility: by demonstrating the user experience in enough
detail that they are persuaded it is
indefensible. A screenshot is not sufficient
unless it, in itself, depicts a behaviour
that, according to specification, should
never be exhibited.
That is not usually the case, so a
sequence of screenshots is better.
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Middle management
by Mark Galvin

More of a good thing makes it better

By the time you leave school (some
people graduate after only 3 days) these
and a few more simple laws are everything to you and will dominate your every
thought. You’ll never see the world in the
same way again: to others not similarly
enlightened you will appear somewhat
eccentric at best.
Every time you use an ATM, self checkout, ticket machine or your own phone
you will think (and probably talk) about
how it was tested and how its many
defects reached production. If the laws
of testing are understood how can
such things take place? If projects are
being entrusted to people who do not
understand them, why? This is a deep
and persistent question which makes
evident a surprising knowledge gap. No
publication I can find, including the ISTQB
syllabi, helps me to describe the question,
let alone find the answer.
So let us use logic. The simplest user
acceptance testing would have prevented
nearly all the defects, so: either no UAT
was done, UAT results were somehow
missed or ignored, or UAT was ineffective.
I don’t want to believe the first possibility.
So how can the other two happen, and
how can testers improve matters?

Mark Galvin
introduces incremental
user testing

10

Welcome to your first day
at the imaginary school of
software testing. You can’t test
everything so you should choose
carefully what to test. The later
a defect is found, the more
expensive it is. Good testing
starts at the very beginning of a
project and continues all the way
through. Got it? OK it’s time for
coffee break. So tell me, what on
earth possessed you to choose
this uniquely painful subject?

PT - December 2013 - professionaltester.com

UAT as a test type, not a phase
Whatever lifecycle type is used, UAT is
often perceived as something done right
at the beginning, right at the end, or both
(see the editor’s response to my letter
on this subject in PT October 2013). I
suggest that the problem is that typically little is done in the middle, where
the product deviates significantly from
what is required. When this is detected,
it becomes apparent that effort has been
wasted and correction will be expensive.
This may be a good explanation for the
tendency to ignore UAT results.
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UAT should be applied more frequently
and used to (i) inform development and
prevent defects; (ii) detect defects when
they can be repaired economically. How
to apply it depends on the current state of
the product. While users should take part
in reviews of requirements and designs,
for true UAT it will usually be necessary
to animate, demonstrate or prototype
them. Where a partial build is available,
wireframes, stubs and simulators should
be used to provide a user experience sufficiently representative of production. I will
call this activity incremental user testing.
The fall part of waterfall
At the top, users are given requirements
they can’t understand and expected to
check and approve them. At the bottom
they are given a product they’ve never
seen before and challenged either to
break it or sign it off, usually under
extreme time pressure caused by ambiguity, lateness and underestimation. If
they can’t break it but raise other incidents, eg “we don’t know what this does
but can’t see how to make it do what we
need” they are told “it does what was in
the requirements you signed off”.
IUT means helping users to check all
work products at all phases. Figure 1
suggests how.
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Figure 2: IUT in V-model

Figure 3: IUT in agile

The v within the V
At the top left, users are given requirements they can’t understand and asked
to use them to envisage the final product
and produce acceptance tests. It’s no
surprise that these are speculative and
subjective and achieve poor coverage,
nor that at the top right, by which time the
requirements in use bear little resemblance to their original versions, the tests
are inapplicable and ambiguous, needing
radical arbitrary change before execution
which therefore produces results open
to wide interpretation, again all under
extreme time pressure.

I suggest that the important challenge
here is the selection of enough, and the
right, users. A “user in the team”, like a
“tester in the team”, too often goes native
and becomes just another developer.

IUT means users creating and executing
acceptance tests at every level, not just
the top, as in figure 2.
Intermediate iterations
At the first iteration of nonsequential lifecycles such as agile, users are used to
define user stories or similar. At the last,
they are asked to perform nonsystematic
empirical testing (sometimes called
“exploratory testing”) some of which may
be based loosely on the user stories.
However this type of lifecycle does try
to involve users in between (figure 3).

It is important to keep the users doing
IUT fresh. They should concentrate on
detecting and reporting defects and
not be asked to help repair them, eg by
revising the user stories or suggesting
changes to the design. This undesirable
personal involvement destroys objectivity. Other users without responsibility
for IUT should be asked to help with
this instead.
While users who can represent those
who will be using the product personally
are great at finding defects, using them
alone risks producing a high-quality
product with little business value. So it is
vital especially in nonsequential development IUT to recruit users with different
viewpoints who can represent also the
interests of the product acquirer by
considering the product in overview and
context rather than only in its own right.
Ideally this diversity should be resourced
for IUT during every iteration

Mark Galvin is systems assurance manager at MISD, University of Cambridge
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Project testing, not testing project
by Raj Rao

How to break testing’s
Cassandra syndrome

In this article I will discuss a method
intended to break this syndrome. The goal
is to enable software quality processes
to predict delays and overruns accurately
and early, making effective preventative
action more likely.
Testing that looks out as well as in
Testing is always complaining about being
involved in projects too late. In reckless
and irresponsible organizations where
that is still the case, there is of course
nothing testing can do to help prevent the
likely disasters. Even where enlightenment has happened and testing is active
from the very start, it often fails to take full
advantage of that. Early testing processes
focus, as they should, on test analysis,
strategy and design, all aiming to deliver
the “testing project” well. But if the overall
project fails, the testing project fails too:
it has failed to prevent the project failure,
and then fails to complete itself because
it depends on the project’s progress. So I
suggest testing needs to do more.

Raj Rao presents
NTT DATA’s early
warning framework

Software projects usually run
massively over budget and
deliver far less value than
expected. This is so commonplace
it’s effectively accepted, although
of course no-one talks about it at
the start of projects.
Testing is not to blame, although it
is often perceived to be because it
is like Cassandra: blessed with the
power of prophecy but cursed to be
disbelieved. Poor overall progress
impacts testing first and it is easy for
those who do not understand to see
testing as the source rather than the
reporter of bad news.

12
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These test activities both require and
produce project metadata which is about
process quality (change management and
process exceptions) and the quality of
every critical project activity (requirements,
design and code). Testing practitioners
should try to use it, taken as a whole,
to predict the overall project outcome.
Project managers find this very difficult
because they are focused, as they should
be, on execution, resourcing, planning and
control rather than detailed monitoring.
Quality leaders on the other hand have
the ability and opportunity to do that well,
revealing very important trends and limits.
The analysis is based on checklists of
significant events, each weighted according to its estimated importance. Specific
project knowledge and especially experience of previous projects will lead to the
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Load & Performance Testing at the Speed of Agile
“Agile” as a concept is difficult to define because it refers to a variety
of methodologies and tools. Even if the notion of Agile is difficult to
grasp, it is a very real part of the day to day life of developers and
testers. Perhaps not all organizations are “full Agile” shops, but
pressures are increasing on development teams to realize the
benefits of quality and speed that are inherent in Agile or “Agilelike” development methodologies.
Today developers need to release code faster because the pace of business is driving the
speed of development and innovation. Organisations that are not able to meet the pace of
innovation are simply facing the risk of being out of business. In order to compete they need
to be Agile.
When developers become more Agile, they churn out code at a rapid pace to try to get as
many of their user stories or tasks to “done” as they can. Furthermore, testers in Agile teams
often have responsibility for automated testing, unit testing, regression testing, as well
as load and performance testing. In this environment, testers need robust methodology
and tools that are easy to use and help keep up with the speed of development while also
meeting heightened expectations of quality.
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Load and performance testing are usually pushed off until the
end of a development cycle. With Agile, development, cycles are
much shorter, and load & performance testing can get pushed off
until the last day of a sprint or sometimes it’s done every other
sprint. This can often result in code being released without being
adequately tested or user stories slipping to the next release
once they have been tested. Conceptually the solution is to
perform the testing earlier in the development cycle, but that’s
easier said than done with most teams lacking the resources and
tools to make it happen.

Design

Shorter Development Cycles
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Challenges for Agile Load & Performance Testing

Hervé SERVY, Senior
Performance Engineer,
Neotys - www.neotys.com
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Multiple sprints (Agile Method) versus one
development cycle (Waterfall Method)

The focus for many Agile developers is to deliver “working” code, but is code really “working” if it fails when the application
is under load? Should user stories and tasks really be marked as “done” if the code associated with them causes the
application to crash with 100 users? What about 1,000? 100,000? The pressure to get code out the door is high, but so is the
cost of having an application crash in production.

Delivering Actionable Insight to Developers Quickly
Agile developers need to know more than just that their code is causing performance issues: They need to when their code
started causing problems and what story they were working on when the issue started. It’s a huge pain for developers to be
forced to go back and fix code for a story they worked on weeks or months ago. It also means they can’t spend time working
on getting new features out the door. It is important to address performance issues early in the cycle so that important
feedback can be delivered to the developers. This is crucial to saving costs.

www.neotys.com

Easing the Handoff Between Dev and Ops

Automation

While DevOps and Continuous Deployment are still fairly
young, the fear felt by operations teams that new changes
in code will crash the application when it is deployed in
production has been around forever. Automating some
of the testing in the Continuous Integration process can
help to ease some of this fear, but without adequate
performance testing included, the risk is still real. Ops
teams know well the huge impact application downtime
can have on the business.

In order to meet the pace of the sprints, testers need to
rely on automated performance testing tools. If they have
load testing part of a Continuous Integration process it’s
important that not only scheduling but also results are
handled through the CI tool. This allows testers to see the
performance trends of the application over time so they
can identify issues created even in previous builds. Even
if they aren’t using CI, because of the emphasis on speed
inherent in an Agile process, it’s important to have a high
level of automation within the load testing tool itself.
Features like wizards and automatic parameter extraction
are just a couple of key areas that can help testers get to
their results when under intense time pressures.

How To Accelerate Agile Load Testing
It is all about speed. Applications need to be released
faster, and performance issues need to be identified early
in the development cycle to reduce the cost and effort to
correct the application.
Next
Month

Cost

Ease-of-Use
In an Agile organisation there is often no test team so
everyone should be able to test the performance of the
code. There is a real need for testing tools that are both
easy to learn and to enable more people to test, and to
test faster.

Collaboration
Next
Week

Effort

Today

Effort and cost from performance issues increase
dramatically as time passes

But how is this compatible with the expectations of quality?
How can you test the performance of applications more
often and faster?
There are two categories of testers. The gambler lights a
candle and counts on the other members of the team. The
pragmatist analyses the situation, defines a methodology,
and adjust the process depending on risk and time frame.
In order to enables Agile teams to quickly and efficiently
load and performance test their applications without
causing bottlenecks in the process, they need to implement
a methodology and select the appropriate tools that will
support their objectives.
In order to succeed, three criteria need to be available:

1. Automation

2. Ease of use

3.Collaboration

Agile teams are all about collaboration. A performance
testing tool should make it easy to share all objects related
to a project (Virtual User Profiles, Populations, Monitoring,
Load Profiles etc.) and test results with the team.
This should enable teams to have several members
involved in the creation and the analyses of test cases
which help them save time and be more productive. Testers
can quickly and easily share results with developers to
help them understand what went wrong and what needs
to be fixed.
“Agile” is more than a methodology and strategy: The
ability to be agile is now a ubiquitous requirement in
today’s business world. The increasing pressures on the
business to innovate, bring products to market faster
and seize new business opportunities means added
unpredictability for the expectations on development
teams. Change is inevitable and could come in the form
of a new application technology, new business processes
or just compressed development life cycles. Regardless
of the specific requirements, application teams must put
themselves in the best position to successfully respond
to and embrace the change. And there’s no better way
to prepare for it than to employ the key enablers of Agile
performance testing speed through Automation, Ease of
Use and Collaboration.
For more information about Neotys and NeoLoad visit:
www.neotys.com or contact sales@neotys.com

© 2005-2013 Neotys. All rights reserved.
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weighting

status

ontime

planned
date

actual date

primary
impact
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impact

severity

low

yes
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##-##-##

##-##-##

cost

cost

low

medium

no

no

quality

quality

medium

high

n/a

n/a

time

time

high

Figure 1: attributes of a project event, with possible values

addition of more events: this is analogous to adding more risks, identified by
root cause analysis, to a test plan. It is
important to add every significant event
identified even if its weighting is considered to be low. The more low-weight
events are included the more accurate the
prediction because they help to smooth
out any mistakes in identification (or nonidentification), weighting and monitoring of
higher-weight ones.
Figure 1 shows what is monitored for
each event and the values that can be
taken by each attribute. Strictly speaking an event which is not planned has
not occurred so its status is “no”, but
politically it can be better to use a third
status, “not applicable”, and this can
certainly be used for additional events
which have been agreed not to be
needed by a given project.
If the event occurred on or before its
planned date, its ontime attribute is “yes”.
If it occurred late, it is “no”. If it is not
yet due to occur, there are two possible
approaches: (i) mark it “not applicable” or
(ii) try to establish whether it is expected
to occur on time and mark it “yes” or “no”
accordingly. An event that looks, subjectively, likely to be late should not in itself
be used to predict project-level problems,
but may be taken into account.
Whether or not the event is/was late, the
variance between its planned and actual
date is very significant, because of its
impact (positive in the case of an early
event) on other events. Note that “severity” does not relate to the length of this
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variance, but to the potential for damage
of any late occurrence should it occur:
even events completed on time have a
severity because this is populated when
the event is identified and added, not if
and when it becomes late. If that happens,
the severity is considered separately to
but in conjunction with the degree of lateness to inform the prediction.

• high level estimate defined

“Primary impact” and “secondary
impact” do not mean non-occurrence of
the event will affect the first to a greater
extent than the second: as every tester
knows cost, quality and timeliness
are linked and balanced against one
another. Rather, the distinction shows
which of these will be visibly and
directly impacted first, and which will
suffer next as a result. This is important in predicting how a project-level
problem will be manifested: what a
doctor might call the “cause of death”
as opposed to the “injury”.

• training needs identified.

Project initiation phase
Fundamental events in this initial project
phase include:
• project manager identified
• project charter finalized

• high level estimate approved
• SDLC methodology finalized
• team structure defined
• risks and assumptions identified

Requirement phase
Each project phase affects each subsequent phase. Project post mortems
very often identify problems in product
initiation, even if not obviously very
important themselves, as seeds of
failure. Therefore the completion of
all the events in the project initiation
phase appear as a single event in the
next phase, requirements, with both
weighting and severity high, impact
“all” (because it is hard to predict). The
event’s planned date is the latest that
appears in the project initiation checklist.
Thus the fundamental requirement phase
events are:
• project initiation complete

• project approval received

• requirement development methodology defined

• kick off meeting with all stakeholders
conducted

• requirement management methodology (including tools) defined

• high level scope defined

• requirement version control
methodology (including
tools) defined

• high level scope approved
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• requirement common repository
(including tools) defined
• all requirements elaborated
• all requirements have been formally
walked through
• subject matter expert identified for every
requirement
•
•

•

•

•
•

• final package/build validated
• product installation validated in
production-like environment
• final build/release notes finalized
• final build/release notes validated.

Violations
A violation occurs when the status of
feasibility of all requirements established an event is changed from “yes” to “no”.
In other words, something considered
finished is found not to be and must be
readiness to use the product described
reopened for change. From the testing
by the requirements established
point of view, a violation is anything done
outside of agreed SDLC process.
project plan updated to account for
requirements
It’s important to understand that violation is not change: the ability to change
all alternative requirements reviewed
requirements, designs, products and
and rejected
plans is needed in any useful SDLC
methodology. On the other hand, to
performance targets defined
progress a project needs change to
slow down; because to be completed
all requirements reviewed in formal
it needs change to stop. If there is
meetings.

Development phase
In the same way, completion of the
requirements phase is considered
one of the fundamental events in
the development phase:

too much change, this is detected in
the early warning framework by the
number of late events. A violation is
change after the SDLC methodology has disallowed it, reflected in the
framework by increased severity and
extent of lateness.
The first thing to do when violation
occurs is consider backward traceability: what other finished events, in
this or other phases, can no longer be
considered finished? Each one causes
a further violation.
Each violated event immediately
becomes high severity and its actual
date becomes that when it is resolved
(its status returns to “yes”). This
causes, rightly, the framework to
produce very pessimistic outcome predictions. A violated project is in serious
trouble but might be saved by urgent
action to prevent further violation. A
project with more than a few critical
violations is in jeopardy

Raj Rao is vice president, global head of QA and testing practice at NTT DATA Inc

• project requirements complete
• code review complete and documented in shared repository
• final code available and version
controlled
• unit testing complete and all unit testing incidents closed
• known issues documentation
complete
• workaround documented for all
known issues
• all development artifacts finalized and
in shared repository
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Determination
by Eamonn Lawler

System-level testing to detect
component-level regression

Overcoming these difficulties to create
a non-production environment which
attempts to provide all needed behavior of the entire end-to-end production
environment is usually impossible, but
even if it is possible it is useless because
it makes the regression testing indeterministic: it cannot withstand unexpected
behaviour of the depending nor of the
depended-upon components. When an
incident occurs there is no way to know
whether its cause lies in the component under test or in the functionality of
another component.
So how can we regression test a
component that has dependents and
dependencies like this, effectively
and efficiently enough to support and
assure rapid development, continuous
integration and urgent maintenance
driven by frequent business change?
Any idea that this can be achieved
by user acceptance testing is wrong
because a system is large and complex, or need not exist. UAT alone will
never achieve the coverage needed to
detect damaging or fatal regression.
System testing is needed.

Eamonn Lawler’s
downstream simulation
and validation method
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Test environment
To do system testing away from live
some sort of test rig is needed. In the
Regression testing a component
October 2013 issue of Professional
in production is usually difficult. It
Tester I described using service virtualrequires tricky and dangerous configuraization to provide needed downstream
tion of components that depend upon
behaviour. I went on to describe how
it. For example test accounts might be
to make it “intelligent”: that is, dynamic,
set up on a mainframe or a third-party
service. It is easy to see that this multiplies persistent, stateful etc as required by the
complexity, work and risk by extending the tests. For regression testing, this step is
components’ specifications, requiring extra not needed: the virtual service recorddevelopment and testing. Furthermore the ings are simply played back exactly as
recorded or, where necessary, with any
“test” functionality is by definition dangerously close to the live functionality, making unwanted default dynamic behaviour
disabled. This guarantees zero variaoperations hairy. There is every prospect
tion, making SV ideal for frequent, fast,
of an error causing data integrity failure,
deterministic regression testing.
false transactions or worse.
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Test implementation
The tests must be in the form of inputs to
be made directly to the component under
test. Test procedures for execution via
higher-level components are of no use,
again because using those components in
our rig would make it indeterministic: if an
incident occurs how will we know quickly
whether the component under test has
regressed, or has another component?
There are two challenges here. First, to
find out how to implement the higherlevel tests in the system regression
suite as direct inputs. This is typically
far from obvious. Secondly, to control
the number of direct inputs so that they
can be executed faster. This is not easy
either. In a recent example over two
million recorded input messages were
distilled to 300 representative ones
that implemented the test design, by a
largely manual process. Depending on

the nature, range and complexity of the
inputs, automated data analysis and
manipulation tools might help. It is also
possible to envisage integrating a code
coverage tool to reveal the relationship
between that and each message, leading to a minimum set of messages that
achieves specified coverage.

is to and from the components upon
which it depends, against those it did
so the last time the same test was
executed. Any difference between them
also proves the component under test
has regressed.

Test execution
The test inputs are made to the component under test and its outputs
compared with those expected. Any
difference between them proves the
component under test has regressed.

Test improvement
The most fundamental test techniques –
equivalence partitioning and so on – are
defined at component level because they
are fundamental. But they are applied at
all test levels. That is because any group
of components can be viewed, if one
chooses to do so, as a single component.

But the SV tool CA LISA makes it possible to do something else: to validate
also the messages the component
sends and receives downstream, that

Downstream validation using SV is similar.
Like EP, it is applicable to regression testing of any component, subsystem, system
or supersystem

Eamonn Lawler is a principal consultant at CA Technologies
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Lightness and clarity
by Michael Herrmann

Making Selenium code more
human-friendly

WebDriver firefox = new
FirefoxDriver();
...
WebElement textArea =
firefox.findElement(By.
id(“u_0_1l”));
textArea.sendKeys(“Hello
World!”);
WebElement button = firefox.
findElement(
By.cssSelector(“but
ton._42ft._42fu._11b.
selected._42g-”)
);
button.click();
The hard-to-understand parts of the code
refer to user interface input objects. In the
user interface, each of these is labelled:
if we were writing a test procedure for
manual execution, we would use these
labels to tell the person executing the test
where to make the test inputs. Then the
procedure might be written:

startFirefox();
...
write(“Hello World!”,
into(“Update Status”));
click(“Post”);

Michael Herrmann
has a gas

Most test automation for web
applications is done with
Selenium, for good reason:
Selenium is great. It is fast, stable,
well supported and documented and
it works for all important browsers
and operating systems.
But Selenium has a weakness:
using it requires a lot of effort dealing
with application-internal IDs. Here is
some Selenium code. Can you guess
what it does?
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which is somewhat easier to read, especially if you are familiar with Facebook:
it updates your status. But this is not a
formalized manual procedure: it is automation script, executable by Selenium
with Helium.
Helium is a new library which aims to
reduce text length of Selenium script by
at least 50% but more importantly simplifies it, by a greater factor. Helium script is
extremely readable by humans. That makes
it extremely editable and parameterizable by
humans (and, potentially, by automation).
Selenium has a second weakness: it
doesn’t deal well with varying performance

Test automation

so frequently throws exceptions such
as ElementNotVisibleException,
NoSuchElementException etc when the
web application under test responds too
slowly. This is typically dealt with by a
statement such as

driver.implicitly_wait(10)
which tells the test execution to wait for
10 seconds before throwing any timing
exception. But what if, had it waited for
11 seconds, the exception would not
have been thrown and test execution
would have continued without error?
Helium’s intelligent waiting algorithms
bypass this difficulty.
Because Helium wraps around Selenium,
its code can be mixed freely with normal
Selenium code in a single script which will
run on any infrastructure that Selenium
itself supports, including Selenium Grid.
What Helium changes
I will now describe automating a test
procedure using Selenium alone, and with
Helium. The example test item is Gmail’s
web interface. Figure 1 is a manual test
procedure that can be executed on it. The
code in figure 2 automates it in Selenium.
Figure 3 does so in Selenium with Helium.
All the code in these figures is included
with the trial version of Helium, available
at http://heliumhq.com/download.
A defect (?) detected by test
implementation
Gmail reports the size of an attachment
differently depending on browser and circumstance: for example, when a specific
file is attached to a composed email message, it displays “4,254K” in Chrome and
Firefox but “4,254.00K” in IE. When the
attachment is received its size is displayed
in Chrome as “4254K” unless the receiving
account is linked to Google Drive, in which
case no file size appears until the cursor is
hovered over the attachment icon, causing
“4.2 MB” to be displayed. This varying
behaviour may indicate that alternative
versions of AJAX code executed under
different circumstances are not correctly
functionally synchronized.

C: compose a new message
In Selenium, we identify the button we
need (actually a <div>) by its XPath and
the TO and SUBJECT fields by their
HTML names.

The behaviour is not a problem if one is
building automation for only one of the
circumstances, for example a particular
browser, but being able to execute
a single script on multiple browsers
is an important advantage of using
Selenium. With minor modification of
the test procedure to allow for comparison of rounded or truncated values, a
simple routine to parse and evaluate
the displayed text can be used. I leave
that as an exercise for the reader, but a
solution (using regular expressions) is
included in the example code shipped
with Helium.

In Helium we use their labels as displayed:
“To” and “Subject”.
D: attach a file
The way most users will do this cannot
be automated by Selenium, even
with Helium. Clicking the icon Gmail
uses to signify “attach a file” invokes
a platform-provided dialog with which
neither can interact.

Automation architecture
Whatever language or framework is
used, the first task in automating a test
procedure is to identify the steps to be
coded. Most procedures, including this
one, include very similar steps used more
than once: for example steps 6 and 12
both log out of Gmail and are identical;
2, 9 and 15 all log in to Gmail, differing
only in the credentials used. Applying this
thinking produces a set of 13 discrete
steps as follows.

For the purposes of our test, luckily,
there is another way. We will simulate
the user dragging the file from the local
desktop into Gmail’s compose window
(see figure 5).
The HTML5 specification specifies the
JavaScript events that must be broadcast
when this happens. Of them, we need to
simulate the following three:
• dragenter event on the document object

A: start a test browser
The code for this is similar with and
without Helium. In Selenium it is usually
followed immediately by driver.implicitly_wait(10) as explained above. As
explained above this line is not usually
needed with Helium.

• dragover event on the document object
• drop event on the <div> element containing the text “Drop files here”.
To achieve the simulation, we need to provide a JavaScript File object that contains
information about the file being dragged.

B: log in to Gmail
This is straightforward except that Gmail
under some circumstances displays a
preliminary “welcome” page that does not
include the login form. So we check the
page for a “Sign in” link and if it is present
click it. That should make the login form
show up.
The form includes a checkbox labelled
“Stay signed in”. This is not significant
to the test being automated, but to work
the automated test must ensure it is
unchecked. Why that is will be explained
in step H below. In Selenium the checkbox
is accessed by its ID “PersistentCookie”,
in Helium by its text label.

But browsers do not allow Selenium to
create that, for (valid) security reasons.
So as responsible testers we need a
trick: use JavaScript to create an <input
type=”file”> element on the page then
Selenium’s send_keys(...) command to
send the path of our file to this element. This sets a property called “.files”
on the file input element. The value
of this property is set to a list of File
objects that gives information about the
file we just “attached”. Since we can
read the value of the .files property via
JavaScript, we have obtained the File
object we need!
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Test procedure: Gmail attachment size reporting
Test inputs:
•
Email address for first Gmail account (E1)
•
Password for this account (P1)
•
Email address for second Gmail account (E2)
•
Password for this account (P2)
•
Filename to be attached (A1)
Preconditions:
•
File A1 is at least 2 MB (as reported by the client OS).
•
File A1 is in the desktop folder of the client workstation
Steps:
1. Start a browser.
2. Go to http://gmail.com and log in with L/P E1/P1.
3. Compose a new message TO E2 with SUBJECT “TP1-Gmail attachment size reporting”.
4. Attach file A1 (from client desktop) to this message.
5. Note the file size of A1 as reported by Gmail.
6. Send this message.
7. Log out.
8. Delete all client browser cookies.
9. Go to http://gmail.com and log in with L/P E2/P2.
10. Open the message sent at step 6.
11. Verify that the reported file size of A1 is the same as reported at step 5.
12. Forward the message (including attachment) to E1.
13. Log out.
14. Delete all client browser cookies.
15. Go to http://gmail.com and log in with L/P E1/P1.
16. Open the message forwarded at step 12.
17. Verify that the reported file size of A1 is the same as reported at steps 5/11.
18. Close the browser
Expected outcomes:
•
All messages sent, received and opened as described in the steps.
•
Reported file size of A1 is the same at steps 5, 11 and 17.
Figure 1: manual test procedure

from . import GmailExampleTest
from selenium.common.exceptions import NoAlertPresentException, \
WebDriverException
from selenium.webdriver import *
from selenium.webdriver.common.by import By
from selenium.webdriver.support.ui import WebDriverWait
from selenium.webdriver.support import expected_conditions
class GmailExampleSelenium(GmailExampleTest):
def test_chrome(self):
		 self.driver = Chrome()
		self.driver.implicitly_wait(10)
		self.check_attachment_sizes()
def test_ie(self):
		 self.driver = Ie()
		self.driver.implicitly_wait(10)
		self.check_attachment_sizes()
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def test_firefox(self):
		 self.driver = Firefox()
		self.driver.implicitly_wait(10)
		self.check_attachment_sizes()
def log_in_to_gmail(self, email_address, password):
		 # Note: Have to provide full URL here to avoid WebDriverException
		self.driver.get(“http://www.gmail.com”)
		 sign_in_links = \
			self.driver.find_elements_by_link_text(‘Sign in’)
		if sign_in_links:
			sign_in_links[0].click()
		self.driver.find_element_by_id(‘Email’).send_keys(email_address)
		self.driver.find_element_by_id(‘Passwd’).send_keys(password)
		 stay_signed_in = self.driver.find_element_by_id(‘PersistentCookie’)
		if stay_signed_in.is_selected():
			stay_signed_in.click()
		self.driver.find_element_by_id(‘signIn’).click()
def compose_new_message(self, to_email_address, subject):
		self.driver.find_element_by_xpath(
			“//div[@role=’button’ and text()=’COMPOSE’]”
		).click()
		self.driver.find_element_by_name(‘to’).send_keys(to_email_address)
		self.driver.find_element_by_name(‘subjectbox’).send_keys(subject)
def attach_file_to_message(self, file_path):
		 # find_elements_by_xpath(“//input[@type=’file’]”) returns []
		 # We also can’t click on “Attach files”, as this launches a file dialog
		 # that we can’t close with Selenium. We therefore drag and drop.
		 file_input = self._create_file_input_element()
		file_input.send_keys(file_path)
		 self._dispatch_file_drag_event(‘dragenter’, ‘document’, file_input)
		 self._dispatch_file_drag_event(‘dragover’, ‘document’, file_input)
		 drag_target = \
			self.driver.find_element_by_xpath(“//div[text()=’Drop files here’]”)
		 self._dispatch_file_drag_event(‘drop’, drag_target, file_input)
		self.driver.execute_script(
			“arguments[0].parentNode.removeChild(arguments[0]);”,
			file_input
		)
def _create_file_input_element(self):
		 # The input needs to be visible to Selenium to allow sending keys to it
		 # in Firefox and IE.
		 # According to http://stackoverflow.com/questions/6101461/
		 # Selenium criteria whether an element is visible or not are the
		# following:
		 # - visibility != hidden
		 # - display != none (is also checked against every parent element)
		 # - opacity != 0
		 # - height and width are both > 0
		 # - for an input, the attribute type != hidden
		 # So let’s make sure its all good!
		return self.driver.execute_script(
			 “var input = document.createElement(‘input’);”
			“input.type = ‘file’;”
			“input.style.display = ‘block’;”
			“input.style.opacity = ‘1’;”
			“input.style.visibility = ‘visible’;”
			“input.style.height = ‘1px’;”
			“input.style.width = ‘1px’;”
			 “if (document.body.childElementCount > 0) { “
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			 “
document.body.insertBefore(input, document.body.childNodes[0]);”
			 “} else { “
			 “
document.body.appendChild(input);”
			“}”
			“return input;”
		)
def _dispatch_file_drag_event(self, event_name, to, file_input_element):
		 script = \
			 “var files = arguments[0].files;” \
			 “var items = [];” \
			 “var types = [];” \
			 “for (var i = 0; i < files.length; i++) {“ \
			 “
items[i] = {kind: ‘file’, type: files[i].type};” \
			 “
types[i] = ‘Files’;” \
			“}” \
			 “var event = document.createEvent(‘CustomEvent’);” \
			 “event.initCustomEvent(arguments[1], true, true, 0);” \
			 “event.dataTransfer = {“ \
			“ files: files,” \
			“ items: items,” \
			“ types: types” \
			“};” \
			“arguments[2].dispatchEvent(event);”
		 if isinstance(to, basestring):
			 script = script.replace(‘arguments[2]’, to)
			 args = file_input_element, event_name,
		else:
			 args = file_input_element, event_name, to
		self.driver.execute_script(script, *args)
def get_uploaded_file_info(self):
		return self.driver.find_element_by_xpath(
			 “//div[starts-with(@aria-label, ‘Uploading attachment: %s’)]” %
			self.test_file_name
		).text
def send_message(self):
		self.driver.find_element_by_xpath(“//div[text()=’Send’]”).click()
		 wait = WebDriverWait(self.driver, 120)
		 xpath = “//div[starts-with(text(), ‘Your message has been sent.’)]”
		wait.until(
			expected_conditions.presence_of_element_located((By.XPATH, xpath))
		)
def log_out_from_gmail(self):
		self.driver.get(‘https://mail.google.com/mail/?logout’)
		try:
			self.driver.switch_to_alert().accept()
		 except (NoAlertPresentException, WebDriverException):
			pass
		finally:
			self.driver.switch_to_default_content()
def delete_all_client_cookies(self):
		self.driver.delete_all_cookies()
def open_sent_message(self):
		self.driver.find_element_by_xpath(
			“//span/b[text()=’%s’]” % self.email_subject
		).click()
		WebDriverWait(self.driver, 10).until(
			expected_conditions.presence_of_element_located((
				By.XPATH, “//*[text()=’%s’]” % self.test_file_name
			))
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		)
		 # Without this wait, Selenium types the recipient’s address for the
		 # forwarding too quickly, and Gmail misses some characters:
		def virus_scan_complete(driver):
			return not driver.find_elements_by_xpath(
				“//*[starts-with(., ‘Scanning for viruses’)]”
			)
		self.driver.implicitly_wait(0)
		WebDriverWait(self.driver, 10).until(virus_scan_complete)
		self.driver.implicitly_wait(10)
def assert_attachment_size_is(self, file_size_in_kb, file_size_in_mb):
		 # With or without Google Drive:
		 test_file = self.driver.find_element_by_xpath(
			 “//td/b[starts-with(text(), ‘%s’)]” % self.test_file_name + ‘ | ‘ +\
			“//span[text()=’%s’]” % self.test_file_name
		)
		ActionChains(self.driver).move_to_element(test_file).perform()
		self.driver.implicitly_wait(0)
		 file_size_in_kb_exists = len(self.driver.find_elements_by_xpath(
			 “//td[contains(., ‘%s’)]” % file_size_in_kb
		 )) > 0
		 file_size_in_mb_exists = len(self.driver.find_elements_by_xpath(
			 “//td[contains(., ‘%s’)]” % file_size_in_mb
		 )) > 0
		self.driver.implicitly_wait(10)
		 self.assertTrue(file_size_in_kb_exists or file_size_in_mb_exists)
def forward_message_to(self, email_address):
		 # Got ElementNotVisibleException before adding “@role=’link’” here.
		self.driver.find_element_by_xpath(
			“//span[text()=’Forward’ and @role=’link’]”
		).click()
		self.driver.find_element_by_name(‘to’).send_keys(email_address)
		self.driver.find_element_by_xpath(“//div[text()=’Send’]”).click()
		 wait = WebDriverWait(self.driver, 10)
		 xpath = “//div[starts-with(text(), ‘Your message has been sent.’)]”
		wait.until(
			expected_conditions.presence_of_element_located((By.XPATH, xpath))
		)
def tearDown(self):
		self.driver.quit()
		super(GmailExampleSelenium, self).tearDown()
Figure 2: the test automated with Selenium

What has just taken several paragraphs
to explain is much easier in Helium.
The line

drag_file(file_path,
to=”Drop files here”)
works for all browsers.
E: store the file size report
text displayed
In Selenium we refer to the relevant
<div> by its XPath (including the
filename of the uploaded file) and the

this in Selenium we need to identify the
object in which the text is displayed.
Helium finds it for us anywhere in the
displayed screen.

relevant text as its .text property. This
is only slightly easier with Helium.
F: send the message
In Selenium the button we need to click is
a <div> whose ID is dynamic. The most
reliable way to identify it is by its HTML
name. In Helium its text label is used,
which takes less code.
Now we need the script to wait until the
text “Your message has been sent” is
displayed. This could be quite a long time,
shall we say two minutes? To implement

G: log out of Gmail
Thanks to Gmail’s good design, this
does not require identifying an object.
It can be achieved simply by navigating
to https://mail.google.com/mail/?logout.
Except, that is, in Firefox, which
sometimes interrupts execution with
the dialog shown in figure 4. So we
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# -*- coding: utf-8 -*from helium.api import *
from . import GmailExampleTest
class GmailExampleHelium(GmailExampleTest):
def test_chrome(self):
		start_chrome()
		self.check_attachment_sizes()
def test_ie(self):
		start_ie()
		self.check_attachment_sizes()
def test_firefox(self):
		start_firefox()
		self.check_attachment_sizes()
def log_in_to_gmail(self, email_address, password):
		go_to(“gmail.com”)
		 # Note: we need to check for existence of the link, not button!
		 if Link(“Sign in”).exists():
			click(“Sign in”)
		write(email_address, into=”Email”)
		write(password, into=”Password”)
		 stay_signed_in = CheckBox(“Stay signed in”)
		if stay_signed_in.is_checked():
			click(stay_signed_in)
		click(“Sign in”)
def compose_new_message(self, to_email_address, subject):
		click(Button(“COMPOSE”))
		write(to_email_address, into=TextField(to_right_of=”To”))
		write(subject, into=”Subject”)
def attach_file_to_message(self, file_path):
		 drag_file(file_path, to=”Drop files here”)
def get_uploaded_file_info(self):
		 return Text(self.test_file_name + “ (“).value
def send_message(self):
		click(“Send”)
		 wait_until(Text(“Your message has been sent.”).exists, timeout_secs=120)
def log_out_from_gmail(self):
		go_to(‘https://mail.google.com/mail/?logout’)
def delete_all_client_cookies(self):
		get_driver().delete_all_cookies()
def open_sent_message(self):
		click(self.email_subject)
		wait_until(Text(self.test_file_name).exists)
		 wait_until(lambda: not Text(“Scanning for viruses...”).exists())
def assert_attachment_size_is(self, file_size_in_kb, file_size_in_mb):
		hover(self.test_file_name)
		 file_size_in_kb_exists = Text(file_size_in_kb).exists()
		 file_size_in_mb_exists = Text(file_size_in_mb).exists()
		 self.assertTrue(file_size_in_kb_exists or file_size_in_mb_exists)
def forward_message_to(self, email_address):
		click(Link(“Forward”))
		write(email_address, into=”To”)
		click(“Send”)
		 wait_until(Text(“Your message has been sent.”).exists)
def tearDown(self):
		kill(get_driver())
		super(GmailExampleHelium, self).tearDown()
Figure 3: the test automated with Selenium and Helium
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so has been separated (it is in the file
gmail_base.py in the downloadable
example code) and will not be considered in the comparison.
Our Selenium code to implement the
steps is 192 lines and 7,294 characters
long. Using Helium it is 64 lines (a 66%
reduction) and 2,287 characters (68%).

Figure 4: dialog sometimes displayed by Firefox at Gmail logout

need extra code to dismiss this dialog
if it is displayed.

by ActionChains(driver).move_to_
element(test_file).perform().

This doesn’t occur with Helium because it
assumes, always correctly, that the driver
that should open the logout page is the
one that was used to start this instance.

Finding the displayed size is a little trickier.
It is inside a <td> element so we use
find_elements_by_xpath() to see if a <td>
that contains the attachment filename
exists. The assertion that it does is coded
using Python’s unittest framework (similar
to JUnit and NUnit).

H: delete all browser cookies
This is done using Selenium’s method
delete_all_cookies(). Unfortunately it
does not work when the browser is IE:
after it is executed IE evidently still knows
things it should not. For example logging
out by going to https://mail.google.com/
mail/?logout fails as the current user is
immediately logged in again. This is why
we have to ensure “Stay signed in” is
unchecked at step B.
I: read a message
This is done using the displayed subject
which Selenium can reference by its
XPath (which involves <span> and <b>
elements). In Helium only the subject text
itself is needed.
Having clicked it, we wait: the information
we need about the attachment will not
be available until Gmail’s “Scanning for
viruses...” text disappears.
Waiting for that to happen using Selenium
is quite complex and prone to failure. It’s
easier and more reliable in Helium:

wait_until(lambda: not
Text(“Scanning for
viruses...”).exists())
J: validate the file size displayed
As explained above, the only way to be
certain Gmail will display a file size is
to hover the cursor over the attachment
filename. In Selenium that is located by
its XPath and the hover is performed

Helium provides a simple command to find
and hover over any specified text and its
Text() predicate makes the assertion that
the file size is displayed much easier.
K: forward the message currently
being read
The “Forward” link is not an <a> element
but a <span>. It is located by its attribute
role=‘link’. In the message edit window
that then appears, the “To” field’s HTML
name is “to” and the “Send” button is a
<div> containing the text “Send”. After
clicking it the code waits for the text “Your
message has been sent” to appear as in
step F.
Again, Helium saves lines of code by
locating all these elements simply by their
text labels.
L: close the test browser
This is similar in Selenium and
Helium. The Helium command kill()
forces the browser to quit even if it
has open alert dialogs.
Comparison results
Some “glue code” is needed to connect the automation steps together.
This is the same with or without Helium

Writing the Selenium code took approximately two effort days (approximately
one was spent on the dragging required
by step D). The same exercise using
Helium took approximately half a day.
The performance of the Selenium code
has been optimized where possible,
especially by disabling implicit waits in
steps I and J. Averaged over several
runs, the test coded without Helium took
43.9, 58.3 and 83.7 seconds to run on
Chrome, Firefox and IE respectively. The
test coded using Helium was slower:
53.8 (23% longer), 65.6 (13%) and 119.8
(43%) respectively. So on average using
Helium made the test take approximately
26% longer to execute.
The two automations were found
equally stable: none of our runs failed
to complete.
Localization
Helium’s approach of referring to objects
by their user-visible labels is not robust
when these change, for example in localized applications (including Gmail). Where
this presents a problem, Selenium’s
approach (using application-internal IDs)
can be used instead: the elements can
still be passed to Helium’s action functions
such as click(), write() etc.
A more complete and efficient method is
to abstract the label texts and treat them
as test data, a so-called translation table.
This was proposed and explained in
Edward Bishop’s article in the April 2011
issue of Professional Tester

Michael Herrmann is co-founder and tech lead of BugFree Software. A free trial of
Helium is available at http://heliumhq.com/download
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